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Background 
Full national ScotXed School Pupil Census data for school years 2006/07 to 2011/12 were first linked to the monthly CHI download in August 2012. 

This was for a SCPHRP funded study - “Impact of health interventions on educational outcomes: an exemplar study of the management of breech infants” – 

a collaborative project involving, University of Glasgow, Scottish Government (ScotXed), and NHS National Services Scotland (Information Services Division). 

Identifying information on the ScotXed data was limited to Date of Birth, Gender and Full Postcode of each pupil in the database. 

The data was linked to the CHI download as of August 2012 using a bespoke enhanced version of the ad-hoc probabilistic Medical Record Linkage (MRL) 

system. 

The CHI download included all patients who had been registered with a General Practice in Scotland (including people who had subsequently migrated out 

of Scotland or had died. Some historic records where a patient has transferred within CHI administrative areas were also available. Each CHI record included 

the patient’s last previous postcode (where applicable) in addition to the current postcode, and both postcodes were incorporated in the linkage with equal 

weighting. 

Enhancements to the MRL algorithms included 13 categorisations based on matching criteria, for example – exact matches, partial postcode matches, 

proximity of best matching rival CHI record etc. 

As a pupil could potentially appear in more than one of the 6 pupil censuses with different postcodes (or sometimes amended dates of birth or gender), 

there were two methods employed. 

 Method A – link each census separately to CHI. 

 Method B – use best matching link across all 6 censuses by first internally linking the entire ScotXed dataset. 

There were two mechanisms for checking the quality of each linkage: 

1. The names resulting from the best matching CHI record, along with match category were appended to each Scottish Candidate Number (SCN) and 

sent back to ScotXed, who checked the names against their own database for each record. 

http://www.scphrp.ac.uk/project-impact-of-health-interventions-on-educational-outcomes-an-exemplar-study-of-the-management-of-breech-infants/
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2. Full identifiers, including names, for the subset of pupils who were registered for examinations were supplied, along with SCN, independently by the 

Scottish Qualifications Authority (SQA) to NSS who carried out full identifier linkages. For this subset of SCN records, the best matching CHI numbers 

resulting from the reduced level identifiers could be compared to the CHI numbers from the linkage involving full identifiers. 

The findings of the quality of the linkage were presented at various conferences (Lancet Public Health Science 2013, Scottish Health Informatics Programme 

2013, and International Health Data Linkage Network 2014 ). 

In general terms, it was noted that the quality of the linkage was very good, but that data linkage from earlier censuses were of poorer quality compared to 

the linkage from the most recent census. This could be explained by the propensity for earlier postcodes to be overwritten on the CHI database. It was also 

noted that by taking the best matching record per pupil across all censuses (Method B), this issue could be largely overcome and resulted in a substantial 

improvement in linkage quality compared to Method A, and more consistent linkage across different censuses. 

The intention at the time of the original linkage had been to use the historic CHI data archive which included all available known postcodes recorded in CHI 

for each individual. This database was still under development at that time and was not yet available for general use, but it was thought that this resource 

could yield linkage quality as good as the “Method B” approach. 

Lookup files of the ScotXed data (SCN, School code & school pupil identifier with the resulting CHI unique patient identifier (UPI), match category, linkage 

weight and delta weight (difference between linkage weight and weight from closest rival match) were retained for each census year (2006-2011) and 

linkage method (A or B). Also attached to these lookup files, using SCN, was the best matching UPI and linkage weight from the SQA subset linkage. All 

remaining identifiers and other working files resulting from SQA data were deleted from NSS servers in 2013 as instructed in the SQA-NSS data processing 

agreement. 

In January 2014, the historic CHI archive database was signed off as acceptable for identifying patients suitable for inclusion in the National Care Homes 

Census database. Further potential work, including selecting historic geography based matched cohorts, and reduced identifier linkage was identified for 

acceptance testing of historic CHI for wider use within NSS.  

Following sign off of a data processor agreement, initiated by ScotXed, work began in December 2014 to test the linkage in NSS of the same ScotXed data 

from the 2012 linkages to historic CHI linked postcodes. This report provides estimates of the quality of this linkage (now on referred to as Method C) and 

compares where possible with quality estimates found previously using Methods A and B. 

 

http://eprints.gla.ac.uk/92913/
http://www.ihdlnconference2014.org/abstract/Clark2
http://www.ihdlnconference2014.org/abstract/Clark1
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Match Categorisations 
As per the 2012 linkages (Methods A & B), matches using Method C were categorised using similar criteria as shown in Table 1.  

It is important to note that an error in the categorisation algorithm from 2012 was discovered and corrected in the processing of Method C. This had 

affected the calculation of the delta weights (differences between best match weights and weights from closest matching rival) and meant a previous over-

representation of category A matches compared to category D; category F matches compared to category G; category I matches compared to category J; 

and category L matches compared to category M. Therefore it is not possible to compare the full range of categories in Method C with those in Methods A 

& B). However, this error did not affect the numbers which could be categorised as tied or untied matches nor those represented in the previous “safe” 

match categories. 

As per the 2012 linkages, category B remained the most frequent match category ranging from 65.5% of the 2006 cohort to 69.4% of the 2011 cohort 

landing in this category. Category B represents exact matches on DOB, gender and full postcode and with the nearest rival CHI record having a weight of 

between 5.5 points to 13.0 points below the best match – the equivalent of a match in the rival CHI postcode at no better than district level (first 4 

characters of 7 character postcode). 

Exact matches where there was a rival CHI record with the same identifiers (category E) represented a uniform 2.2% across the 6 years. 

The proportion of matches which belonged to the previously defined “safe matches” – untied exact match categories (A-D) plus untied 6 character 

postcode matches (F,G) – represented 93.4% in both 2006 and 2007 and rising to 93.9% in 2010 and in 2011. 
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Table 1: Number of records and percentage distribution by Method C match categories for each pupil census 

 

 

Linkage Quality Estimates 
The CHI numbers resulting from the 2012 linkage of the full identifier SQA subset of data were used as the gold standard for estimating linkage precision 

and recall. The SQA linkage was estimated at the time, based on clerical review of best matches and the distribution of linkage weights to have a 99.8% 

linkage rate and being at least 99.9% precise in detecting the best matching CHI numbers. 

Where there was a SCN number with a CHI number resulting from the SQA linkage, these were selected out and this CHI number used as the comparator 

for precision estimates. 

The number of records and the proportion of the full cohort this represents, by Method C match category and census year are shown in Table 2. 

 

METHOD C

Full Census Cohorts - numbers Full Census Cohorts - % distribution

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

A = Exact Match, Unrivalled (next best score >13 points below) 5097 5452 5831 6232 6602 6934 0.7% 0.8% 0.9% 0.9% 1.0% 1.0%

B = Exact Match, Rivalled (Distant: next best score 5.5 to 13 points below) 460872 459452 458529 461768 463860 465739 65.5% 66.3% 67.2% 68.1% 68.8% 69.4%

C = Exact Match, Rivalled (Intermediate: next best score 2.5 to 5.5 points below) 153779 146864 140512 136310 132638 129181 21.9% 21.2% 20.6% 20.1% 19.7% 19.2%

D = Exact Match, Rivalled (Close: next best score >0 to 2.5 points below) 21798 20642 19651 18944 18293 17429 3.1% 3.0% 2.9% 2.8% 2.7% 2.6%

E = Exact Match, Rivalled (Tied match with another UPI) 15817 15549 15355 15266 15209 15002 2.2% 2.2% 2.2% 2.3% 2.3% 2.2%

F = Close Match (6 character Postcode match), Unrivalled (next best score >12 points below) 166 175 162 155 145 153 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

G = Close Match (6 character Postcode match), Rivalled (next best score >0 to 12 points below) 15647 14880 14043 12475 11400 10891 2.2% 2.1% 2.1% 1.8% 1.7% 1.6%

H = Close Match (6 character Postcode match), Rivalled (Tied match with another UPI) 897 842 746 661 557 531 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1%

I = Close Match (match in 2 out of 3 DD/MM/YY), Unrivalled (next best score >5.5 points below) 21 17 21 21 27 25 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

J = Close Match (match in 2 out of 3 DD/MM/YY), Rivalled (next best score >0 to 5.5 points below) 1931 1999 1924 1882 1829 1809 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3%

K = Close Match (match in 2 out of 3 DD/MM/YY), Rivalled (Tied match with another UPI) 54 54 63 47 43 46 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

L = Match on link weigh >24 points, Unrivalled (next best score >9 points below) 122 139 134 162 155 148 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

M = Unlikely matches 27299 27116 25632 23890 23217 23376 3.9% 3.9% 3.8% 3.5% 3.4% 3.5%

TOTAL 703500 693181 682603 677813 673975 671264 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Exact untied matches 641546 632410 624523 623254 621393 619283 91.2% 91.2% 91.5% 92.0% 92.2% 92.3%

Previous safe category matches 657359 647465 638728 635884 632938 630327 93.4% 93.4% 93.6% 93.8% 93.9% 93.9%

Tied exact or close matches (E,H,K) 16768 16445 16164 15974 15809 15579 2.4% 2.4% 2.4% 2.4% 2.3% 2.3%
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Table 2: Number of records and proportion of full cohort in SQA sub-sample for each Method C match category and each 

pupil census 

 

The numbers decrease year on year from 75.0 % of the 2006 census to 36.1% of the 2011 census due to the latter cohorts having a higher representation of 

pupils who were too young to have been registered for examinations in 2012 when the SQA extract was taken. There appears to be a slight over-

representation in the SQA sample of untied exact match categories compared to the full datasets, and an under-representation of the category M “unlikely 

matches”. This means that any unadjusted quality estimates are only representative of the SQA sub-sample population and should be treated with caution 

when applying to the entire cohort.  

It is of interest to note the very small capture rates within the SQA sub-sample of those unrivalled Date of Birth close matches (category I). This was as low 

as just 1 out of 25 from this category appearing in the SQA dataset due to the majority of these children being of primary school age and therefore not 

registered for exams. This category could be indicative of incorrect dates of birth being applied to children on the ScotXed system or to CHI records from 

health systems, and this is perhaps more likely to be the case in younger children who have been in systems for a shorter time period and therefore less 

likely to have had their administrative records corrected over time. These observations may be valuable to data controllers to improve the quality of 

datasets or administrative processes 

METHOD C

SQA sub-samples - numbers % of full cohort in SQA sub-samples

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

A = Exact Match, Unrivalled (next best score >13 points below) 3390 3131 2921 2649 2319 1948 66.5% 57.4% 50.1% 42.5% 35.1% 28.1%

B = Exact Match, Rivalled (Distant: next best score 5.5 to 13 points below) 343175 309579 273786 238892 202461 165214 74.5% 67.4% 59.7% 51.7% 43.6% 35.5%

C = Exact Match, Rivalled (Intermediate: next best score 2.5 to 5.5 points below) 121359 106607 91784 77994 64455 51138 78.9% 72.6% 65.3% 57.2% 48.6% 39.6%

D = Exact Match, Rivalled (Close: next best score >0 to 2.5 points below) 17335 15137 12980 11027 9127 7141 79.5% 73.3% 66.1% 58.2% 49.9% 41.0%

E = Exact Match, Rivalled (Tied match with another UPI) 12123 10952 9703 8534 7258 5928 76.6% 70.4% 63.2% 55.9% 47.7% 39.5%

F = Close Match (6 character Postcode match), Unrivalled (next best score >12 points below) 103 98 79 69 53 42 62.0% 56.0% 48.8% 44.5% 36.6% 27.5%

G = Close Match (6 character Postcode match), Rivalled (next best score >0 to 12 points below) 11201 9447 7854 6003 4479 3486 71.6% 63.5% 55.9% 48.1% 39.3% 32.0%

H = Close Match (6 character Postcode match), Rivalled (Tied match with another UPI) 673 569 450 351 256 197 75.0% 67.6% 60.3% 53.1% 46.0% 37.1%

I = Close Match (match in 2 out of 3 DD/MM/YY), Unrivalled (next best score >5.5 points below) 2 4 4 3 2 1 9.5% 23.5% 19.0% 14.3% 7.4% 4.0%

J = Close Match (match in 2 out of 3 DD/MM/YY), Rivalled (next best score >0 to 5.5 points below) 462 443 386 320 286 250 23.9% 22.2% 20.1% 17.0% 15.6% 13.8%

K = Close Match (match in 2 out of 3 DD/MM/YY), Rivalled (Tied match with another UPI) 15 18 18 13 13 10 27.8% 33.3% 28.6% 27.7% 30.2% 21.7%

L = Match on link weigh >24 points, Unrivalled (next best score >9 points below) 88 87 69 72 57 45 72.1% 62.6% 51.5% 44.4% 36.8% 30.4%

M = Unlikely matches 17667 15841 13257 10406 8359 6796 64.7% 58.4% 51.7% 43.6% 36.0% 29.1%

TOTAL 527593 471913 413291 356333 299125 242196 75.0% 68.1% 60.5% 52.6% 44.4% 36.1%

Exact untied matches 485259 434454 381471 330562 278362 225441 75.6% 68.7% 61.1% 53.0% 44.8% 36.4%

Previous safe category matches 496563 443999 389404 336634 282894 228969 75.5% 68.6% 61.0% 52.9% 44.7% 36.3%

Tied exact or close matches (E,H,K) 12811 11539 10171 8898 7527 6135 76.4% 70.2% 62.9% 55.7% 47.6% 39.4%
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It is possible to adjust the overall precision estimates of full cohorts from Method C by applying the match category specific precision estimates in the SQA 

sub-sample to the total number of matches in each category within the full cohort. In this way, the total number of expected true links in each match 

category can be calculated to obtain adjusted precision estimates. 

The linkage quality metrics used are described in Christen P, Goiser K: Quality and complexity measures for data linkage and deduplication. Quality 

measures for data mining. Volume 43. Berlin: Springer; 2007:127-151. Studies in Computational Intelligence. These have been applied in a number of linkage 

studies e.g. Randall et al .  

 Precision = Total # of correct pairs found  / Total # of pairs found 

 Recall = Total # of correct pairs found  / Total # of correct pairs 

 f-measure = 2 x Precision x Recall / (Precision + Recall) 

A linkage with high precision has few false positives and a linkage with high recall has few false negatives. The f-measure is the harmonic mean between 

precision and recall, providing an overall summary measure of linkage quality. 

The unadjusted SQA sub-sample precision estimates by linkage category and census year are shown in Table 3. 

  

http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6947/13/64
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Table 3: Precision estimates by Method C match categories in SQA sub-sample for each pupil census 

 

 

It is noteworthy that the precision found in the unique exact matching cases was extremely high (>99.9%). There were between nearly 2,000 to 3,500 

unrivalled category A matches per year within the SQA sub-sample, and every single UPI concurred between the full identifiers data linkage and the limited 

identifiers linkage. In the nearly half a million cases from 2006 in the SQA sub-sample who were in the previously defined safe category matches (A-D,F,G), 

there were only 839 bad links, giving precision >99.8%. Overall precision, ignoring categorisation, ranged from 97.2% to 97.4% per year. Even in categories 

previously regarded as unsafe (e.g. category M) the precision was consistently higher than 50%, meaning to ignore these links would adversely impact on 

the overall quality and recall of the linkage. 

METHOD C

SQA sub-samples - Precision Estimates

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

A = Exact Match, Unrivalled (next best score >13 points below) 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

B = Exact Match, Rivalled (Distant: next best score 5.5 to 13 points below) 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

C = Exact Match, Rivalled (Intermediate: next best score 2.5 to 5.5 points below) 99.9% 99.9% 99.9% 99.9% 99.9% 99.9%

D = Exact Match, Rivalled (Close: next best score >0 to 2.5 points below) 99.6% 99.5% 99.5% 99.5% 99.6% 99.5%

E = Exact Match, Rivalled (Tied match with another UPI) 51.5% 51.3% 51.4% 51.5% 51.9% 51.8%

F = Close Match (6 character Postcode match), Unrivalled (next best score >12 points below) 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

G = Close Match (6 character Postcode match), Rivalled (next best score >0 to 12 points below) 95.0% 94.8% 95.0% 95.2% 95.1% 94.8%

H = Close Match (6 character Postcode match), Rivalled (Tied match with another UPI) 49.8% 50.8% 50.2% 51.6% 48.0% 50.3%

I = Close Match (match in 2 out of 3 DD/MM/YY), Unrivalled (next best score >5.5 points below) 100.0% 75.0% 50.0% 33.3% 50.0% 100.0%

J = Close Match (match in 2 out of 3 DD/MM/YY), Rivalled (next best score >0 to 5.5 points below) 49.6% 48.5% 51.8% 59.7% 57.3% 54.0%

K = Close Match (match in 2 out of 3 DD/MM/YY), Rivalled (Tied match with another UPI) 6.7% 11.1% 11.1% 7.7% 7.7% 10.0%

L = Match on link weigh >24 points, Unrivalled (next best score >9 points below) 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 98.6% 100.0% 100.0%

M = Unlikely matches 58.6% 58.0% 58.9% 58.4% 57.7% 55.9%

TOTAL 97.2% 97.2% 97.3% 97.4% 97.4% 97.4%

Exact untied matches 99.9% 99.9% 99.9% 99.9% 100.0% 100.0%

Previous safe category matches 99.8% 99.8% 99.8% 99.9% 99.9% 99.9%
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To refine the linkage further and come up with an optimal linkage strategy, the precision within match categories were further broken down to show the 

precision at each integer linkage weight score (Table 4) from the 2006 census SQA sub-sample. 

Table 4: Precision estimates by Method C match categories and best link weight in SQA sub-sample for 2006 pupil 

census 

 

Goodlink

Partition Score No Yes Total Precision

A 30 0 3390 3390 100.0%

B 30 101 343074 343175 100.0%

C 30 107 121252 121359 99.9%

D 30 75 17260 17335 99.6%

E 30 5880 6243 12123 51.5%

F 28 0 103 103 100.0%

G 28 556 10645 11201 95.0%

H 28 338 335 673 49.8%

I 21 0 1 1 100.0%

22 0 1 1 100.0%

J 17 13 3 16 18.8%

18 1 0 1 0.0%

19 21 6 27 22.2%

20 89 38 127 29.9%

21 53 82 135 60.7%

22 47 99 146 67.8%

23 9 1 10 10.0%

K 19 1 0 1 0.0%

20 7 0 7 0.0%

21 1 0 1 0.0%

22 5 1 6 16.7%

L 24 0 88 88 100.0%

M 0 4 0 4 0.0%

6 5 0 5 0.0%

7 1 0 1 0.0%

8 3 0 3 0.0%

15 82 2 84 2.4%

17 517 5 522 1.0%

18 221 7 228 3.1%

19 430 47 477 9.9%

20 1220 686 1906 36.0%

21 28 10 38 26.3%

22 1526 1448 2974 48.7%

24 3272 8153 11425 71.4%
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This shows that while match category J (close matches in DOB with an untied rival) has an overall weight of approximately 50%, applying a linkage threshold 

at a weight of 21.0 within this category would result in a precision for these cases of >60%. Those matches below this threshold would have precision of 

<30% and could be discarded. Likewise, the majority of category M matches reach a maximum truncated integer weight of 24, and have precision of 71.4%. 

Any matches below this weight within category M have less than 50% precision and could be discarded. Adopting this enhanced decision process, a new 

proposed ‘optimal match criteria’ was developed for this linkage. 

Estimates of precision, recall and F-measurement from the 2006 cohort are shown in Table 5, for the overall cohort, non-tied exact matches, previous safe 

match criteria, plus the proposed optimal match criteria. This shows that the optimal match criteria provide the best results in terms of the balance 

between precision (98.0%) and sensitivity (99.6%) with an overall F-measure of 98.8%. This compares to an F-measure of 98.2% for the previous safe match 

criteria and 98.6% for all available best matches. 
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Table 5: Precision, Recall and F-measure estimates by Method C linkage strategies (Overall, non-tied exact matches, 

original ‘safe’ matches, proposed optimal criteria) in SQA sub-sample for 2006 pupil census 

 

2006 - link to linked historic CHI

Total Education records 703500

Total Education records  in SQA sub-sample 528541

Total Education records  in SQA sub-sample - with valid link to CHI 527593

Total Education records  in SQA sub-sample - with valid link to CHI - changed UPIs 2251

Precision estimates 

by linkage partition

Count

.00 1.00 Precision Recall F-measure
A 0 3390 3390 100.00%
B 101 343074 343175 99.97%
C 107 121252 121359 99.91%
D 75 17260 17335 99.57%
E 5880 6243 12123 51.50%
F 0 103 103 100.00%
G 556 10645 11201 95.04%
H 338 335 673 49.78%
I 0 2 2 100.00%
J 233 229 462 49.57%
K 14 1 15 6.67%
L 0 88 88 100.00%
M 7309 10358 17667 58.63%

14613 512980 527593 97.23% 100.00% 98.60%

Exact matches - no tied rival 283 484976 485259 99.94% 94.54% 97.17%

Original Safe Match criteria - inc 6 char PC match (no tied rival) 839 495724 496563 99.83% 96.64% 98.21%

Optimal match criteria (A-I,L,; J+SC>=21; M+SC>=24) 10438 510727 521165 98.00% 99.56% 98.77%

 - i.e. excludes tied close DOB  matches (K);  close-ish 

DOB matches w total score <21; dump category matches 

with score <24)

partition * goodlink Crosstabulation

goodlink

Total

partition

Total
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Chart 1 shows the f-measure for these 4 linkage strategies across all pupil censuses 2006-2011 and shows that the optimal strategy is consistently highest 

with a constant value of 98.8% to 98.9%. 

Chart 1: F-measure estimates by Method C linkage strategies (Overall, non-tied exact matches, original ‘safe’ matches, 

proposed optimal criteria) in SQA sub-sample for each pupil census 2006-2011 

 

88.00%

90.00%

92.00%

94.00%

96.00%

98.00%

100.00%

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Unadjusted F-measure estimates
by Method C Linkage Categorisations 

2006-2011

Optimal matches - method C

All matches - method C

Safe matches - method C

Exact matches - method C
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Comparison of Methods A,B & C 
Table 6, shows the linkage quality estimates in the 2006 census for these linkage strategies when comparing Method C to the original methods A 

(separately linked ScotXed cohorts) and B (internally linked ScotXed cohorts). 

Table 6: Linkage quality estimates by Method (C, B, A) and linkage strategies (Overall, non-tied exact matches, original 

‘safe’ matches, proposed optimal criteria) in SQA sub-sample for 2006 pupil census 

 

Overall precision is highest in Method C (97.2%) compared to either Method B (95.6%) or Method A (92.7%). Method C also shows higher precision (99.8% 

vs 99.2%) and recall (96.6% vs 96.3%) for the 2006 census linkage compared to Method B for the original safe match categories. However, method B has 

higher recall (94.7% vs 94.5%) in the non-tied exact match categories albeit with lower precision (99.4% vs 99.9%). 

Method C - historic CHI Method B - internally linked ScotXed Method A - separately linked ScotXed

Frequency Percent Precision Recall F-measure Frequency Percent Precision Recall F-measure Frequency Percent Precision Recall F-measure
A 5097 .7 100.0%

B 460872 65.5 100.0%

C 153779 21.9 99.9%

D 21798 3.1 99.6%

E 15817 2.2 51.5%

F 166 .0 100.0%

G 15647 2.2 95.0%

H 897 .1 49.8%

I 21 .0 100.0%

J 1931 .3 49.6%

K 54 .0 6.7%

L 122 .0 100.0%

M 27299 3.9 58.6%
Total 703500 100.0 97.2% 100.0% 98.6% 703500 100.0 95.6% 100.0% 97.8% 703500 100.0 92.7% 100.0% 96.2%

Exact matches - no tied rival 641546 91.2% 99.9% 94.5% 97.2% 643,524 91.5% 99.4% 94.7% 97.0% 585,684 83.3% 99.4% 90.2% 94.6%

Original Safe Match criteria - inc 6 char PC match (no tied rival) 657359 93.4% 99.8% 96.6% 98.2% 655,429 93.2% 99.2% 96.3% 97.8% 607,115 86.3% 99.0% 93.1% 96.0%

Optimal match criteria (A-I,L,; J+SC>=21; M+SC>=24) 692282 98.4% 98.0% 99.6% 98.8%

 - i.e. excludes tied close DOB  matches 

(K);  close-ish DOB matches w total score 

<21; dump category matches with score 

<24)

partition

Valid
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The precision for the 3 methods for the original safe match criteria across all 6 censuses are shown in Chart 2. Methods A & B are hardly discernibly 

different and show a slightly upwards trend from just over 99.0% to 99.6%, but Method C is consistently more precise in these match categories at around 

99.85% for each year.  

Chart 2:  Precision estimates by Method (C, B, A) for original ‘safe’ matches in SQA sub-sample for each pupil census 

2006-2011 
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 The recall for the 3 methods for the original safe match criteria across all 6 censuses are shown in Chart 3. Method A shows the steepest rise in recall (from 

93.1% in 2006 to 96.6% in 2011) of this criteria but never reaches the level of the other 2 methods (97.8% for B and 97.0% for C).  Method C does better for 

safe match recall in 2006 but is overtaken by Method B from 2007 onwards. As per precision, Method C shows the most consistent recall measurement 

over time. 

Chart 3:  Recall estimates by Method (C, B, A) for original ‘safe’ matches in SQA sub-sample for each pupil census 2006-

2011 
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The f-measure for the 3 methods for the original safe match criteria across all 6 censuses are shown in Chart 4. This shows that Method C provides the best 

overall linkage quality in 2006 and 2007 but Method B is best overall from 2009 onwards. Again, method C provides the most consistent results over time 

(98.2% to 98.4%) while method B shows a steeper rise (97.8% to 98.7%). 

Chart 4:  F-measure estimates by Method (C, B, A) for original ‘safe’ matches in SQA sub-sample for each pupil census 

2006-2011 
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The “linkage rate” (the proportion of the overall cohort where a link is made) is perhaps a measure of linkage performance which is more easily understood 

than recall, although it says very little about the quality of the links made. The linkage rate in the original safe match criteria using Method B ranged from 

93.2% in 2006 to 95.4% in 2010 (dropping back to 95.0% in 2011). The equivalent linkage rates for Method C were more consistent, ranging from 93.4% in 

2006 rising slightly to 93.9% in 2010 and 2011. This means an apparent reduction of 1.5% in the linkage rate when using Method C compared to Method B 

when looking at 2010 data. The equivalent drop off in “safe match” recall in the 2010 data is only 0.8% due to the more precise nature of the Method C 

matches. 

Similar results can be found when comparing the 3 methods on overall best match linkage quality estimates. Precision for Method A ranges from 92.7% in 

2006 to 96.7% in 2011, while Method B increases from 95.6% to 97.9% over the same time period. Method C wins on precision from 2006 (97.2%) up to 

2009 (97.4%) but is overtaken by Method B in 2010 and 2011 (97.4%). 

It is not possible to compare the new “optimal” linkage strategy against Methods A & B, due to the error detected in reviewing the 2012 linkage run, which 

mis-categorised some of the matches, but it would seem likely that a similar outcome would be observed, i.e. Method C gives the more consistent results 

over time and highest quality in the earlier years compared to Method B which gives the better overall results in the more recent years. The proposed 

“optimal” criteria yields a consistent 98.3% - 98.5% linkage rate in any given year using Method C. 
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Adjusted Quality Estimates 
As demonstrated in Table 2, there are differences in the distribution of match categories within the SQA sub-sample compared to the full census cohort. To 

check that the quality measure estimated above were not drastically affected by these differences, the measures for the Method C proposed optimal 

strategy were re-worked for both the 2006 and 2011 census cohorts by weighting according to the numbers within the match category and best linkage 

weight in the full pupil census cohort. This produced adjusted measures as detailed in Table 7. 

Table 7: Linkage quality estimates (unadjusted & adjusted for match category and linkage weight) for Method C 

proposed optimal match criteria strategy for 2006 & 2011 pupil census. 

 

As anticipated, due to the higher proportion of category M matches in the overall cohorts compared to the SQA sub-samples, the adjustment results in a 

slight reduction in both precision (e.g. 98.0% to 97.9% in 2006) and recall (99.6% to 99.4% in 2006; 99.6% to 99.5% in 2011). The overall drop in estimated F-

measure by performing the adjustment amounts to just 0.1% over both censuses that were tested. Due to the mis-categorisation issues from the 2012 

linkages of Methods A & B, it is not possible to go back and perform the adjustments to this data. Thus the unadjusted figures are presented for the bulk of 

this paper but having tested the adjustments on the Method C linkage we note that the adjusted figures remain very close to those presented. 

 

  

Method Metric 2006 - unadjusted

2006 - adjusted for 

partition and score 2011 - unadjusted

2011 - adjusted for 

partition and score

Optimal matches - method C Precision 98.00% 97.90% 98.11% 98.07%

Optimal matches - method C Recall 99.56% 99.45% 99.60% 99.47%

Optimal matches - method C F 98.77% 98.67% 98.85% 98.76%
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Potential Linkage Bias in Demographic Factors 
An important consideration in any linkage study is to be aware and, where possible, take account of potential biases due to differing linkage rates within 

demographic factors. Presented here, in Table 8, is the breakdown in Method C optimal criteria linkage rates and the precision estimates associated with 

these links by pupil gender, age group, deprivation deciles and selected council areas. These are shown for 2006 and 2011 pupil censuses separately. 

Table 8: Linkage rates and linkage precision for Method C proposed optimal match criteria strategy for 2006 & 2011 

pupil census by gender, age, SIMD2012 and selected council areas. 

 

Method C - Optimal linkage strategy

2006 2011

N Link Rate Precision* N Link Rate Precision*

All 703500 98.4% 98.0% 671264 98.4% 98.1%

Gender

 - male 357274 98.4% 97.9% 342084 98.4% 98.0%

 - female 346226 98.4% 98.1% 329180 98.5% 98.2%

Age (at 1st Aug)

   < 4 100 69.0% n/a 14 71.4% n/a

   04-07 185416 98.0% 98.3% 188300 98.0% n/a

   08-13 349590 98.5% 98.0% 316133 98.5% 98.3%

   14-17 168131 98.6% 98.0% 166426 98.7% 98.0%

   18+ 263 82.9% 97.3% 391 80.1% 95.9%

SIMD 2012 Decile

 - missing SIMD 4288 51.0% 84.3% 2388 47.3% 83.6%

 - 1 (most deprived) 83085 98.2% 97.6% 78179 98.1% 98.0%

 - 2 75925 98.5% 97.9% 71692 98.4% 98.0%

 - 3 70242 98.6% 97.8% 66022 98.5% 98.0%

 - 4 68897 98.7% 98.1% 65238 98.6% 98.2%

 - 5 67758 98.7% 98.1% 65217 98.6% 98.3%

 - 6 67533 98.7% 98.2% 65575 98.6% 98.2%

 - 7 67980 98.8% 98.1% 67745 98.7% 98.0%

 - 8 66816 98.9% 98.3% 65282 98.9% 98.3%

 - 9 68152 99.0% 98.2% 65120 98.9% 98.3%

 - 10 (least deprived) 62824 99.2% 98.1% 58806 99.0% 98.1%

Council Area (selected)

 - Shetland 3521 99.5% 98.5% 3303 99.5% 98.3%

 - Dumfries & Galloway 20603 99.1% 98.6% 19302 99.2% 98.5%

 - Borders 15513 99.2% 98.4% 14847 99.2% 98.7%

…

 - North Lanarkshire 50133 98.6% 97.5% 49288 98.4% 97.2%

 - Glasgow City 72714 97.6% 97.1% 68951 97.7% 97.7%
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Table 8 shows that there is negligible difference in the linkage rate between male and female pupils, although the matches for girls have slightly higher 

precision than boys in both census years (2006: 98.1% v 97.9%; 2011: 98.2% v 98.0%). 

The linkage rates by age group are very similar in 2006 and 2011, but do show an increase from 98.0% in 4-7 year olds to 98.5% in 8-13 year olds and is 

highest in the 14-17 year old age group at 98.6% in 2006 and 98.7% in 2011. However, where there are matches made these appear to be slightly more 

precise in the younger age bands (e.g. 2006: 98.3% in 4-7 year olds v 98.0% in 8-13 and 14-17 year olds). Note that there is insufficient data from the SQA 

sub-sample to estimate precision in the 4-7 year age band from 2011. The table does show a very small proportion of pupils out-with the normal expected 

age range at the start of the school year and the linkage rate is lower for these age bands at around 70% in under 4s and just over 80% in pupils >= 18. Some 

of these calculated ages could be due to recording errors in date of birth, but nevertheless in the case of pupils aged 18 and over the precision in the links 

made is very high (97.3% in 2006; 95.9% in 2011). 

About 0.5% of postcodes were found to be invalid when matched to the master file of valid Scottish postcodes, and therefore could not be assigned a 

deprivation category according to the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD2012). However, even for these education records, approximately half of 

the cases (2006: 51.0%; 2011: 47.3%) could be linked to CHI using the optimal linkage criteria. The precision associated with these links was still reasonable 

at around 84% in both years. Where area deprivation markers could be assigned, there was a clear increasing trend in higher linkage rate associated with 

decreasing deprivation ranging from 98.2% (decile 1 – most deprived) to 99.2% (decile 10 – least deprived) in the rate from the 2006 linkage and from 

98.1% to 99.0% in the 2011 linkage. The trend in precision estimates by SIMD2012 decile were not quite as evident and showed a difference between the 

category with the lowest and the category with the highest precision of 0.7% in 2006 and just 0.3% in 2011. 

Using the same postcode master file, local authority areas of residence were attached to the education records. This variable could perhaps be expected to 

provide the largest differences in linkage rates as there could be systematic differences in recording practice at different schools related to data quality 

across and within council areas. The table displays only the council areas with the lowest or highest linkage rates or linkage precision in 2006 or 2011. This 

shows the area with highest linkage rate is Shetland with 99.5% in both years. Glasgow City with 97.6% in 2006 and 97.7% in 2011 has the lowest linkage 

rate. Of the links made, Dumfries & Galloway (98.6%) has highest precision in 2006 while Scottish Borders (98.7%) is highest in 2011. Glasgow City (97.1%) 

has lowest precision in 2006 but is replaced by North Lanarkshire (97.2%) as the council are with lowest linkage precision in 2011. 
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Discussion 
We have shown that Method C (use of historic CHI postcodes) provides linkage quality comparable to Method B (internally linked SCN across census years). 

Method C provides more consistent quality measures across different time periods and provides slightly improved performance in the earlier years. Method 

C is more advantageous than using Method B as it means less transfer of data is required in cases where only a single census year is needed for a research 

study. Due to possible imperfections in the SCN in earlier years and difficulty in maintaining and validating a robust internal linkage across different 

censuses, Method C should also be preferred over Method B. 

We also looked at different linkage strategies which built on the initial categorisations from the 2012 linkage, and propose an optimal linkage strategy for 

research studies which should be straightforward to develop and apply within the NSS indexing service. Some translation of the linkage categories and best 

match and delta weights will need to be specified so that this methodology can be also applied in the NRS Indexing Service against the national ‘spine’. 

Potential linkage biases, in terms of both linkage rate and precision of matches, are shown to be fairly small. However, researchers need to be aware of 

these differences in linkage outcome when interpreting results from their linked data analyses, especially if geography or deprivation is a factor. 

The problem of differentiating exact matches and in particular twins living at the same address remains, and 2.2% of Method C matches are exact matching 

tied links in category E. We propose that these matches remain in the linkage, but by providing the match categories with the results researchers would 

have the option to filter out these children if deemed necessary for their particular studies. 

On comparing linkage results across the methods at the individual level, we identified some records which were exact matches previously using Method A, 

but then linked with a lesser match category using Method C. This was discovered to be an issue with the way the historic CHI postcode histories were 

constructed, which due to technical issues needed to ignore the CHI download field ‘Previous Postcode’ which was available in the previous run. We asked 

for an amendment to our extract to include the ‘Previous Postcode’ from the latest CHI download only, which has helped with completeness, but we 

acknowledge that there are likely to be still a few gaps in the known address histories in historic CHI. This does not detract from the results of this exercise 

which has demonstrated that it is possible to use this database to link limited identifiers from education data to health with very high accuracy. 

 


